July 5, 2011

Re: Clarification 100 & 112 State St

There are inconsistencies in the listed address for two properties in downtown Peoria. Please update records, if needed.

- Location: East side of State Street, north of the corner of State and Water.
- This is a clarification and not a change. These are existing addresses to existing buildings.

Parcel Identification Number: 18-09-335-003
Correct Address: 112 State St
Legal: BALLANCE ADDN SW 1/4 SEC 9-8-8E (91-20286) BEG 53' SELY WLY COR LOT 7:NELY 72.67' SELY 55.25' SWLY 72.67' NWLY 54.5' POB(EX BEG 53 SELY & NELY 58.59' W LY COR LOT 7:SELY 14 NELY 12.11' NWLY 14.38' SWLY 12.11' POB)

Parcel Identification Number: 18-09-335-004
Correct Address: 100 State St
Legal: BALLANCE'S ADD SW 1/4 SEC 9-8-8E SE 46' OF NW 153.7' LOT 7 BLK 43; ALSO BEG INTERSEC SW LN LOT 8 & N LN WATER ST: TH NE BLK 43 (EXC CONSTITUTION AVE ROW AS DESC PER DOC #97-28985)